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Hub goals

Creating activities to share best practices among LATAM sites

Connecting and coordinating VIP leaders in Latin America

Connecting VIP’s students & faculties among LATAM Sites

Seeking for new prospective members in Latin America

Sharing → Coordinating → Connecting → Growing

Creating a VIP community
Hub activities

- **Sharing Best Practices Workshops** (For faculties)
- **Hub´s Coordination Meetings** (For VIP sites leaders)
- **Bootcamp Latin American Challenge** (For students)
Timeline

2021
First regional workshop for sharing best practices

2022
First regional bootcamp for students
First regional bootcamp for regular + prospective sites

2023

2024
III VIP Regional Challenge
Multi-sites mixed teams
Faculties + Students

Hub coordination meetings

Hub coordination meetings

Hub coordination meetings
Main question:
How would you create or strength your regional hub?

Key aspects to include:
- Main goals or focus (e.g.: SDG)
- Regional enablers
- Coordination
- Type and frequency of activities
- Funding
- Relationship with the global consortium